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1: Obama issues a new warning against 'strongman politics' - POLITICO
Barack Obama on Abortion: Click here for 36 full quotes on Abortion OR other candidates on Abortion OR background
on Abortion.. Teen pregnancies and abortions are nearing all-time lows.

White House issues guidance on transgender bathrooms Fall in line or face loss of federal funding LGBT
groups praised the announcement CNN The Obama administration issued guidance Friday directing public
schools to allow transgender students to use bathrooms matching their gender identity. A joint letter from the
Departments of Education and Justice went to schools Friday with guidelines to ensure that "transgender
students enjoy a supportive and nondiscriminatory school environment," the Obama administration said. The
announcement comes amid a heated national debate over transgender rights in schools and public life. The
administration is embroiled in a legal standoff with North Carolina over its controversial House Bill 2, part of
which has to do with transgender bathroom access. Other states and local governments have attempted to draw
lines around rights for transgender people with mixed results. This latest guidance for schools goes beyond the
bathroom issue, touching upon privacy rights, education records and sex-segregated athletics, all but
guaranteeing transgender students the right to identify in school as they choose. It echoes what members of the
administration have previously said on the topic. Fall in line or face loss of federal funding. Pat McCrory
slammed the guidance and called on Congress to address the issue. Now, both the federal courts and the U.
Congress must intercede to stop this massive executive branch overreach, which clearly oversteps
constitutional authority," McCrory said in a statement. Lamar Alexander, the chairman of the Senate Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions Committee, reiterated in a statement that the guidance was not federal. Know
your identity terms Photos: Know your identity terms New terms are entering the cultural lexicon as people
endeavor to codify their sexual orientation or gender. The gender fluid definition is from Dictionary. Visit The
Trevor Project for more details. Know your identity terms Hide Caption Photos: Dan Patrick accused the
Obama administration of "blackmail" and called the guidance "social engineering. The threats of predators are
serious, and we should not facilitate allowing grown men or boys to be in bathrooms with little girls. March 23
Who voted for it: The bill passed the state House and the state Senate , with Senate Democrats walking out
and not voting in protest. The new law puts in place a statewide policy that bans individuals from using public
bathrooms that do not correspond to their biological sex. It also stops cities from passing anti-discrimination
ordinances to protect gay and transgender people. A federal lawsuit has been filed over the measure. But in the
court of public opinion, Gov. Schools should let transgender students use bathrooms, locker rooms and other
sex-segregated facilities consistent with their gender identity, according to the guidance. Staff should address
transgender students by their preferred names and pronouns. Schools cannot require students to have a medical
diagnosis, undergo any medical treatment, or produce a birth certificate before treating them consistent with
their gender identity, the guidance states. Transgender policies across the country: Where do they stand? The
guidance takes the same approach to the bathroom issue: A school may provide gender-separated facilities but
it must allow transgender students access to such facilities consistent with their gender identity. If a school
opts for individual stalls it must make them available to all students. Secretary of Education John B.
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Obama Issues Scathing Critique of Trump, 'Politics of Fear' Former President Barack Obama has issued a scorching
critique of his successor, blasting President Donald Trump's policies and his.

Still yet to be determined: Obama on the Issues Economy: Previously, President Obama helped secure the
passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in commonly known as the Stimulus Bill to help
provide funding for infrastructure projects and boost job creation across the country. Economists disagree on
the level of help the bill has provided, though most believe it helped create jobs and limited the effects of the
recession. President Obama has repeatedly stressed the importance of reducing the federal budget deficit,
while also urging government support for impoverished Americans, education, and infrastructure investment.
During his State of the Union Address in , President Obama called for a two year freeze on pay for federal
workers and major cuts to federal discretionary spending, stating "This freeze will require painful cuts. The
Secretary of Defense has also agreed to cut tens of billions of dollars in spending that he and his generals
believe our military can do without. President Obama attempted to reach a grand bargain with House Speaker
in John Boehner in that would help reduce the deficit through a combination of spending cuts and tax hikes,
however, the bill was ultimately scuttled by a refusal of the Republican controlled Congress to allow any tax
increases as part of the deal. In , President Obama signed a bill that began the process of creating a national
though not government run health care system that allows uninsured Americans to buy into already existing
plans through a series of subsidies and tax incentives. The bill also prevents insurance companies from
denying coverage to those with pre-existing conditions and allows children to stay on their parents health
insurance till age 26, among other provisions. Economists are still arguing over the ultimate cost of the Bill,
with some saying it will boost the federal deficit and does almost nothing to control costs. However, the
independent Congressional Budget Office did issue a report concluding that the bill would reduce costs over a
10 year period as compared with continuing the current system of coverage. Although the bill, labeled
"Obamacare" by conservative critics, received a lot of attention from Republicans as being an unconstitutional
expansion of government power, it was upheld by the Supreme Court in a ruling in June In , President Obama
ordered an assault by Navy Seals that ultimately resulted in the death of Osama bin Laden in Abbottabad,
Pakistan, bringing to justice the man who planned and organized the attacks of September 11th, In Iraq,
President Obama fulfilled his promise to withdraw troops, as almost all American forces withdrew from the
country by December 15, Currently, his administration is in the midst of planning a withdrawal and transfer
of power to Afghani military forces, with the U. Voted against banning partial birth abortion as a legislator in
Illinois. President Obama did issue a presidential order banning the use of federal funds for abortions as part of
the Health Care Bill. On May 9th, , President Obama expressed strong support for gay marriage during an
interview with ABC News, explaining that "it is important for me to go ahead and affirm that I think same-sex
couples should be able to get married. President Obama also voted against a proposed constitutional
amendment to ban gay marriage while serving as a Senator. As a Senator Obama consistently voted against
abolishing or raising the limits on the so-called "death tax" which currently only applies to individuals passing
on more than two million dollars worth of property to their children. As a Senator, Obama voted yes on the
comprehensive immigration reform bill in , which was supported by President Bush and most Democrats in
Congress, but faced major opposition from most Congressional Republicans.. During his campaign, Obama
expressed supports for stricter gun control, a ban on semi-automatic weapons, and stricter accountability for
gun show dealers. All positions cited come from www.
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But, Obama added, when there is a vacuum in democracy, "other voices fill the void. A politics of fear and resentment
and retrenchment takes hold." Trump, meanwhile, claimed he fell asleep.

We should try to reduce these circumstances. The issue of climate change is one that we ignore at our own
peril. There may still be disputes about exactly how much is naturally occurring, but what we can be
scientifically certain of is that our continued use of fossil fuels is pushing us to a point of no return. And unless
we free ourselves from a dependence on these fossil fuels and chart a new course on energy in this country, we
are condemning future generations to global catastrophe. Obama criticized the idea of a gas tax "holiday" as a
ploy by his rivals "designed to get them through an election" and not actually help "struggling consumers". An
apology for slavery would be appropriate but not particularly helpful in improving the lives of African
Americans, he said. Reparations could also be a distraction, Obama said. Bollinger and the legality of
"race-conscious" college admissions. On March 15, , Obama stated, "I do not agree And the civil unions that I
proposed would be equivalent in terms of making sure that all the rights that are conferred by the state are
equal for same-sex couples as well as for heterosexual couples. He also called for full equality for gays during
his second inaugural address on January 21, , saying, "Our journey is not complete until our gay brothers and
sisters are treated like anyone else under the law â€” for if we are truly created equal, then surely the love we
commit to one another must be equal as well. Hate Crimes Prevention Act , which added gender , sexual
orientation , gender identity , and disability to the federal hate crimes law. On July 21, , Obama signed
Executive Order , adding "gender identity" to the categories protected against discrimination in hiring in the
federal civilian workforce and both "sexual orientation" and gender identity" to the categories protected
against discrimination in hiring and employment on the part of federal government contractors and
sub-contractors. Obama extended the Family and Medical Leave Act of to cover employees taking unpaid
leave to care for the children of same-sex partners. Department of Commerce , being possibly the first
transgender person appointed to a government post by any US President. Senate in and for U. However, in a
interview, he stated that he personally believed that marriage was "between a man and a woman" and that he
was "not in favor of gay marriage. Toklas LGBT Democratic Club on June 29, , Obama reiterated his
opposition to the proposed amendment, stating that he supported the extension of "fully equal rights and
benefits to same-sex couples under both state and federal law. He was the first sitting U. President to do so.
On March 1, , Obama, speaking about Hollingsworth v. Perry , the U. Supreme Court case about Proposition 8
, he said: And the answer is no. He praised the way the U. Supreme Court had addressed the issue, saying,
"There have been times where the stars were aligned and the Court, like a thunderbolt, issues a ruling like
Brown v. And, given the direction of society, for the Court to have allowed the process to play out the way it
has may make the shift less controversial and more lasting. And that was included specifically in the law, so
that kindergarteners are able to exercise some possible protection against abuse Conservative, pro-life
Republicans want this bill to pass. By large margins, the American people want this bill to pass. It is only the
White House standing in the way of progress â€” standing in the way of so many potential cures. Marijuana
decriminalization and medical marijuana[ edit ] In May , a campaign spokesman for presidential candidate
Obama told the San Francisco Chronicle that he would end DEA raids on medical marijuana suppliers in
states with their own laws. Such amendments would clarify the rights of an individual who has received FISA
orders to challenge nondisclosure requirements and to refuse disclosure of the name of their attorney. This bill
would give the FBI the authority to conduct "roving wiretaps" and access to business records.
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4: Political positions of Barack Obama - Wikipedia
Former President Barack Obama speaks in Foellinger Auditorium on the University of Illinois campus in Urbana, Ill., on
Friday, Sept. 7, Obama will receive a medal for the Paul H. Douglas Award for Ethics in Government at a private
ceremony following the speech.

Signature sponsorships key bills introduced by Barack Obama Barack Obama on Abortion Teen pregnancies
and abortions are nearing all-time lows. Jan ObamaCare asks insurance companies to provide contraceptives.
Oct Insurers must provide contraception, but not employers. Feb Catholic Bishops rejected segregated
abortion funds. May bill: Nov No litmus test; nominate to Court based on their fairness. Wrote law article that
fetus cannot sue mother. Aug Opposed legislation protecting born-alive failed abortions. Aug Ok for state to
restrict late-term partial birth abortion. Apr We can find common ground between pro-choice and pro-life. Apr
Undecided on whether life begins at conception. Apr Teach teens about abstinence and also about
contraception. Feb Expand access to contraception; reduce unintended pregnancy. Feb Stem cells hold
promise to cure 70 major diseases. Aug Trust women to make own decisions on partial-birth abortion. Apr
Extend presumption of good faith to abortion protesters. Oct Constitution is a living document; no strict
constructionism. Oct Moral accusations from pro-lifers are counterproductive. May Blocked IL law: Born
Alive Infant Protection Act. Oct Opposed born-alive treatment law because it was already law. Jan Voted
against banning partial birth abortion. Oct Supports Roe v. Mar Voted NO on prohibiting minors crossing state
lines for abortion. Mar Voted YES on expanding research to more embryonic stem cell lines. Apr Voted NO
on notifying parents of minors who get out-of-state abortions. Mar Sponsored bill providing contraceptives for
low-income women. Dec Ensure access to and funding for contraception. Jan Should economy benefit the
few, or everyone? Deficits cut in half, but still higher than Feb Home mortgage problems are holding back our
economy. Oct Economic patriotism instead of top-down policies. Oct Deficit came from two wars paid for on
a credit card. Oct You elected me to tell the truth: The path ahead is hard. Sep House of cards collapsed in ;
new rules now in place. Jan Obama economic stances compared to Romney. Jan Some earmarks are
defensible, if done in full light of day. Jan Some wealth of the last economic boom was illusory. Sep
Bottom-up economics instead of trickle-down economics. Jul Focus on economic justice instead of
macroeconomic policy. Dec Supports federal programs to protect rural economy. May Freeze annual domestic
spending for next five years. Jan The worst has passed, but the devastation remains. Apr Push mortgage
refinancing; banks repay deficit of trust. Jan Establish a Financial Crimes unit; end era of recklessness. Jan
Recession because Wall St. Oct financial collapse: Undermined message of restraint with new "investments".
Economy recovering, but not feeling it on the street. May We all hated the bank bailout; but it was necessary.
Jan G produced "collective document" on global economy. Apr US will emerge from this recession, stronger
than before. Feb Not enough to help those at the top: Sep Regulate institutions for what they do, not what they
are. Aug Free market needs proper government oversight. Jul Prosecute mortgager fraud; require full
mortgage disclosure. Jun More accountability in subprime mortgages. Feb Help the homeowners actually
living in their homes. Jan Accountability and oversight over the financial markets. Jan Government regulation
needed for when markets fail. Aug We neglect nation-building here when we nation-build abroad. Stimulus
bill derisively called "porkulus". Stimulus vote turned GOP into "party of No". Sep Recovery Act averted a
second Great Depression. Jan Spending freeze now would be destimulative; later is better. Stimulus trillions
must be borrowed, printed, or taxed. Sep Spending freeze is like a hatchet where you need a scalpel. Jan I
opposed both the and bankruptcy bills. Jan Require full disclosure about subprime mortgages. Had to endure
the "black enough" test. Presidency represents triumph of civil rights movement. Mar speech on race
expedited by Rev. Not the seed of civil rights, but the flower. Aug Admired repeated acts of "self-creation" by
Malcolm X. Aug Has stood together with Latino leaders for last 20 years. Jun People want to move beyond
our divisions. Dec The politics of fear undermines basic civil liberties. Aug Racial equality good for America
as a whole. Jun Put the Confederate flag in a museum, not the state house. Apr Muslim heritage gives Obama
unique influence in Muslim world. Oct Forthright on racial issues and on his civil rights history. Jul Defend
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freedom and equality under law. Apr Miscegenation a felony in when Obamas practiced it. Aug The civil
rights movement was a success. Jan Pass the Paycheck Fairness Act. Feb I benefited from affirmative action in
my academic career. Oct Many black disparities can be traced to legacy of Jim Crow. Aug Past discrimination
affects future generations. Jul Apply affirmative action to poor white college applicants. Apr Community
organizing continues the civil rights movement. Apr Legalized discrimination meant blacks could not amass
wealth. Mar Fight job discrimination to give women equal footing at jobs. Feb Remove discriminatory barriers
to the right to vote. Feb Benefited from affirmative action but overcame via merit. Dec Include class-based
affirmative action with race-based. Aug Blacks should infiltrate mainstream to affect change. Aug
Commitment to diversity by CEOs is advisable. Mar African-Americans vote Democratic because of issue
stances.
5: Article expired | The Japan Times
Former President Barack Obama warned on Tuesday of "a politics of fear and resentment and retrenchment," delivering
a rebuke of the nationalist, right-wing brand of politics for which.

6: Barack Obama on the Issues
Barack Obama formally weighed in on the midterm elections by backing 81 Democratic candidates running for federal
and local offices in 14 states, and indicated that more endorsements are on.

7: Feds issue guidance on transgender bathroom acess in schools - CNNPolitics
Obama issues scathing critique of Trump, "politics of fear" "It did not start with Donald Trump," the former president said.
"He is a symptom, not the cause.".

8: Obama issues scathing critique of Trump, 'politics of fear' - www.enganchecubano.com
URBANA, Ill. â€” Former President Barack Obama issued a scorching critique of his successor Friday, blasting
President Donald Trump's pattern of pressuring the Justice Department, his policies.

9: Obama issues scathing critique of Trump, 'politics of fear'
As President Obama has said, the change we seek will take longer than one term or one presidency. Real changeâ€”big
changeâ€”takes many years and requires each generation to embrace the obligations and opportunities that come with
the title of Citizen.
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